SO WHAT WILL YOU BE DOING IN TEN YEARS TIME?
“I’D LIKE TO BE A CONSULTANT TO THE FOREIGN OFFICE AND A RECORD
PRODUCER.”
STILL MAKING RECORDS?
“MAYBE...”
MELODY MAKER, 1990
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Editorial
The publication of GPS 04 finds The Sisters of Mercy once again
active in the live arena whilst bravely extending their long
absence of new recordings into a second decade.
First, the good news. The “Exxile on Euphoria” tour takes in 18
dates in 7 countries, and an increasing number of “sold out”
signs appearing on the schedule confirms The Sisters’
continuing appeal as a live act. Moreover, the tour celebrates
the twentieth anniversary of the band’s live debut in York. This
is a remarkable achievement in an industry noted for short
lifespans and high turnover. In this issue you can find our
ruminations on the meaning of a 20th anniversary tour and some
reminiscences of our times as Sisters fans.
Unfortunately, there is no avoiding the fact that since the last
issue the long-awaited new album has been conspicuous by its
absence. Recent interviews have seen Eldritch finally admitting
that, with the music industry in a god-awful mess, the conditions
necessary to ensure a Sisters album gets its rightful exposure
and critical reaction simply do not exist. What sort of timeframe
we are looking at for a new album, if indeed The Sisters’ fourth
album will ever exist, is impossible to say. We suspect even
Eldritch wouldn’t be able to answer this question. One question
that does need to be asked is “Why then have we been fobbed
off with a series of false promises regarding the new album?”
(see, for example, interview quotes in Wither the Sisters, GPS
03).
In the meantime it is disappointing in the extreme that the plan
for a brief series of independently released singles has been
shelved for apparently spurious reasons. (The timing of the
singles was to coincide with the termination of the East West
contract in Summer 1998. GPS fails to see why the failure to
meet this deadline should mean the entire concept had to be
scrapped.) Equally frustrating is the no-show on the inspired
Leeds Underground and Paris Riots ambient/trance material.
In the Sisters world, so in the real world. Life is beset with
frustrations and disappointments, interspersed with moments of
high drama (well my life is, anyway). And the silence emanating
from our CD players speaks volumes about the state of the
artistic world in the 21st century - how did we get in such a mess
that our best artists can’t find the motivation to create?
Elsewhere in this issue you can find a review of the UK leg of
The Sisters’ Autumn 2000 tour, and an appraisal of the press
reaction thereof. There’s a brief look at the lyrics to Will I Dream
in an attempt to understand the marked change of style in some
of The Sisters’ new songs. Also, there’re the usual reviews of
what’s been pressing our buttons in the music and literary
worlds. And we’ve finally got around to banging in a picture of
Isabelle Adjani.
GPS 04 has been guest edited by Chris Sampson whilst Dr C is
on paternity leave. Normal service will be resumed for GPS 05.
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‘when that aprille with his shoores soot the droute of march hath perced to the roote...’ at

The Trip the Light Fantastic tour was a leisurely collection of Euro-fest dates and a
handful of club gigs in Britain and Spain spread over 6 weeks or so in August and
September 2000. After consulting the archives, it turned out that the 5 date UK leg was
the band’s biggest UK tour for 15 years, and it just had to be done in full. Here is our
lightly-fictionalised tour diary. See if you can spot which bits really happened.

Sisters Trip The Light! Fantastic!
cobwebs get blown away, when Eldritch is around.
Nevertheless it’s a subdued Eldritch today. He’s tired,
having started loading equipment in Leeds at 6AM, and
conversation does not flow. This is the norm prior to a
gig - Eldritch has more important things to think about,
and is a more nervous performer than is widely realised.
After a while Adam Pearson arrives and he and Von
disappear to talk about technical matters. We drift over
to the merchandising stand where a few of the regular
fans are already congregating and renew acquaintances.

The Academy, Manchester, 1/9/00

A

s it starts to rain, the red Beamer comes teararsing
over the crossroads at right angles to me. I put my
foot down in the Alfa, beat an early red, and yank on
the handbrake to turn right, cutting up the Beamer to an
angry flashing of lights and harsh burst of horn noise.
We’re on Oxford Road, South Manchester. The Clash’s
Straight to Hell is on the car radio. This is studentland there are three universities within a couple of miles on
Oxford Road, and the road abuts onto Rusholme - a
hive of villainy and drug dealing. Even though I’m
doing 45 in a 30 zone, you get the impression some of
the scum on the streets could still rip off your wheels in
a flash if they felt like it. It’s a grim, urban area, yet
even here there are attempts at gentrification. I’ve
arranged to meet the GPS editor in a up-market boozer,
the Krobar, across the road from the Academy where
the Sisters will be playing in 8 hours. Telling the Doc
about the incident with the BMW, it seems I had a
closer shave than I thought:

The stage at the Academy is smaller than we are used to
at Sisters gigs, and with it already crammed with a
bewildering array of lights and various electronic
gizmos, there hardly seems room for the band up there.
After a few minutes, Dr Avalanche starts thumping out
of the speakers and a few lights start flashing. This is a
facet of gigging that most fans don’t get to see, the
manner in which the seemingly perfectly-formed Sisters
live extravaganza is painstakingly put together. It
doesn’t start with the soundcheck, nor even with Von
loading the tour bus in the half-light of a Leeds dawn.
It starts months earlier with phone calls to the booking
agent, the slow process of getting the touring crew
together, the tedium of promotional interviews with the
press. Easy to forget when you turn up at the venue,
half cut, and having timed things nicely to miss the
support band.

“Last week I was in a road rage incident...”
You’re kidding!?
“...bloke actually thumped me in the middle of the
street!”

Hours later we turn up at the Academy, half cut
following a couple of hours in the Krobar, and having
timed it nicely to avoid the support band. Actually we
were lucky to make it this far. The Krobar was located
dangerously close to the Editor’s research laboratory
and he’d arrived equipped with a barrage of organic
chemicals that the government hasn’t got around to
banning yet. Before long Pete French had a swab of
ether-impregnated cotton wool stuffed up his nose and
our corner of the bar was beginning to smell and look
like a bunch of rogue Porton Down staffers having a
particularly rowdy office party. This couldn’t, and
didn’t, go unchallenged. Bar staff were dispatched to
find out what the hell was going on, and despite the
Doc’s learned explanation that no actual illegal
chemicals were being consumed, the half-litre of ether
was confiscated on a totally spurious “fire hazard” call.

As I said, the place is a jungle.
Though it’s been two and a half years since The Sisters’
last official UK public appearance, there have been
several unsubstantiated sightings of Eldritch over the
months: hunched over the wheel of a silver TVR
Tuscan in the ‘nothing to declare’ lane at the Dover end
of the channel tunnel; at the Millennium Dome on New
Year’s Eve sitting three rows behind Blair and Brenda,
heckling audibly; striding purposefully down The
Strand dressed in a suit and handcuffed to a slim
briefcase ...
Reality is bathetic. Walking towards the Academy we
spot the great man hanging around alone outside the
back door, smoking a cigarette. As always, he’s smaller
than you remember, but there’s an authority about him
that demands respect. Life sharpens up, the everyday
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the top of your voice where you swayed on the top of a stile your arms raised somewhat for balance somewhat to

sweating bodies being thrown together, heat and a
major adrenaline rush, a performance totally on the
edge (because The Sisters live are either epic or gonzo)
- badly suffers because of this approach. If The Sisters
are to start playing smaller venues as well as the odd
festival, then they need to become more flexible in their
approach and be able to switch between the grandiose
and epic to the intimate and intense.

This was probably a blessing in disguise. The fumes
and alcohol were beginning to combine to uncertain
effect, and although the bar was full to capacity, I was
pretty sure I’d spotted Robbo lurking in a corner,
wearing a flak jacket with SAS badge, and observing
events with a keen interest. This was not good news:
Robbo and I have unresolved issues dating back to
Prague 98 over a broken printer driver, and yes, he was
moving over to block off our nearest obvious exit...
Fortunately the big man has forgotten he’s a figment of
my imagination, so we just walk through him and over
the road to the Academy.

As the Manchester gig progressed, I gradually began to
lose interest. The bass and mid range sounds are a
confused blur, and I move back to stand in front of the
mixing desk (where the sound should be at its best), but
there is little improvement here. Still the show retains
some interest for the two new songs included. Crash
and Burn is a hard charging rock/pop number, heavy on
the rhythm guitars during the verses, and then flowering
into a infectious chorus. Potential single material one
might think, if the idea of a new Sisters’ single wasn’t
such a painful subject to consider. The other new song,
which appears to be called Snub Nose, is currently an
instrumental and is again a high quality, blisteringly
intense score. “Stonking”, as Eldritch calls it. Each
new song unveiled, if anything, is better than the last.

The loose impression one gets of the Sisters audience
en masse hasn’t changed too much over the years. I
guess the average age is on the increase, and there is a
noticeable increase in the amount of body piercing
going on. But this is what used to be an average
alternative crowd - there is little of the extremes of
clothing and make-up that you would expect from
reading the press reviews, and it is certainly a less
extreme audience than the Sisters attract in the US.
Unfortunately once The Sisters take the stage the fears
about the size of the venue are thrown into sharp relief.
Although
the
band appear to be
putting
in
a
sterling effort, the
PA is dire, and
the hall is too
small for the
aesthetics of The
Sisters’ lights and
smoke to have
their full impact.
The
presentational
aspects of The
Sisters’ live show
evolved in the
early 90s when the Sisters were playing large stadium
and festival shows. Set in its proper context, it works
brilliantly; the way the smoke diffuses and holds the
light is reminiscent of some of Turner’s more
experimental use of colour. However, you need
distance and vista to appreciate it properly. In the
smaller venues, the smoke isn’t given the space to work
in. There are similar problems of scale with the sound.
The stadium show, where there is less audience
movement and the distance from the action means that
the majority of the audience are less directly involved
and therefore have more time to listen to the music,
needs a flawless band performance. The band’s official
web site explains in painstaking detail how the band’s
sound has been modified to enable the full frequency
range of Eldritch’s voice to be heard, and why this
approach requires a lower overall volume. Again, great
in a stadium, but the concert in a smaller venue - where
we need ear-splitting volume, chaotic feedback,

Barrowlands, Glasgow, 2/9/00
We are certainly seeing the sights. Touring with the
Sisters I’ve seen the Charles Bridge in Prague, the
Brandenburg Gate in Berlin, the Ferris Wheel in
Vienna, Disneyland in Orlando. And now Gallowgate
on a Saturday afternoon. This is not the best area in
Glasgow, but by God it’s grim. There is litter
everywhere, more even than in New York. Empty
warehouses with smashed windows. Graffiti saying
“English fuck off”.
But it’s one of the friendliest British cities I’ve been in,
and there is a real buzz around the pubs with many
Sisters fans gathering from mid-afternoon. It reminds
me of the novelty and excitement you used to feel at
gigs when you were 16. And the gig is great. The
venue is about twice the size of Manchester, with a sellout gate of 1700. Tonight, you can understand what the
lights are doing, and you can hear the songs properly.
The audience is enthusiastic and uncomplicated. Onstage, Eldritch, resplendent in a white leather jacket, is
on fire. Adam, whose guitar playing has improved
beyond recognition from his first, nervous gigs in 1993,
controls the musical side of things. Close your eyes and
you wouldn’t know that Chris Sheehan had replaced
Mike Varjak for this tour, but we do miss Mike’s
entertaining version of a wasted-Ron-Wood-B-list-rockgod. He looked exactly right for The Sisters, both on
and off stage, and with Susanne showed that his songwriting skills could have been a valuable addition to the
band (and he listed his favourite films as “anything with
sex and violence, as long as it has a deep meaning”
which is fine by me). Chris, for the moment, looks a
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hold the reins of the straining attention of your imagined audience you declaimed

slightly nervous and
uncomfortable, and is
probably saving his
songs for his solo
projects.

There are security meatheads patrolling the main
entrance, and the loading bay is guarded by a large
fence, with barbed wire on the top. I consider
tunnelling in, but decide against it. The evening is
better. Checking at the box office to see whether I’m
guest-listed and can give my tickets away, someone
behind me shouts out my name. It’s Eldritch, watching
the audience filter in and “making sure no-one taller
than me gets in”. He’s more talkative than he was in
Manchester, enthusing about Sona Fariq, and
acknowledging the problems at Nottingham were
partially caused by the set list, which would accordingly
be changed for the London shows. We talk about
Crash and Burn, which has fast become a favourite.
Eldritch says that it needs more work, and the backing
vocals still need to be arranged. Eventually, he says he
can’t talk anymore as he has to save his voice for the
show, and wanders away backstage.

Rock City, Nottingham,
3/9/00
The tour was originally supposed to start with a show at
Rock City on the 30th August, but was cancelled,
allegedly because a water tank had burst at the venue.
Tickets for the earlier show could be exchanged for
today’s performance, with the result that the venue was
ridiculously overfull. Nottingham is not a good town
for The Sisters - Paul Storm, promoter of the ill-fated
NEC concert in 1997, is based in Nottingham, as are
Nightbreed records - promoters of a cretinous lifestyle
who probably think they share a crusading counterculture movement with The Sisters.

And the Sisters duly turn in a fine performance. The
Forum is a decent-sized venue and is full. The band
play a blinder, and the audience are enthusiastic. It’s
difficult after 40 or so Sisters gigs to say anything new
about what the Sisters do well. However, Snub Nose,
now established as first track of the second encore, is a
clear highlight. Spotlights on the speaker stacks loop
around the venue like air raid searchlights as Dr
Avalanche rips out siren noises and Nigel presses the
button marked “purple and lots of it”. The guitarists
appear through the fog and tear into some of the most
savage riffing the Sisters have ever done. We’re not
sure whether vocals will eventually be added, but it’s
already a great track.

The gig is not good. Rock City is again a smaller
venue, and the difficulties from Manchester are reprised
(although the sound is slightly better). The audience,
though, ruin the gig. A string of new songs, unfamiliar
to the audience, midway through the set is met in near
silence1. This puts Eldritch on alert, and the on-stage
comments become increasingly acerbic. “No flashes,”
he instructs one cameraman, “and I mean it.”
approximately 2 seconds before the stage explodes in a
riot of high intensity strobes. The run of new material
is ended by Alice, which goes down well. “Ah, you’re
traditionalists.” spits Eldritch. But worse is to follow
during Something Fast when one moron repeatedly
shouts for “Jolene” during the quieter passages of the
song. Eldritch snaps “Shut the fuck up”, and for a
moment I thought he was going to walk off. This
performance does run to completion, but it has been a
difficult evening, and there is none of the exhilaration
that usually follows a gig. “That was the worst Sisters
gig I’ve ever seen!” shouted IJP to anyone who would
listen. He’s not far wrong.

The Forum, London, 6/9/00
As it’s their last night on the tour, we make the effort
and see Sona Fariq, and instantly regret not seeing them
earlier. They’re young, confident and energetic and
have a collection of rabble rousing songs that play to
their strengths. They have a slightly naive joie de vivre,
which is in sharp contrast to The Sisters. This is an
asset and I hope it stays with them.

It’s a relief to get back on the road and head back home.
At 3AM the M1 is empty and through the sodium light
reflecting off the wet tarmac you almost expect to see
Eldritch prowling, microphone stand in hand.

The Sisters turn in another towering performance.
Standing towards the back of the arena and sober for
once the band assume a stature in proportion to the
scale of the venue. It’s a graceful, professional
performance. I’d like to have seen Comfortably
Numb/Some Kind of Stranger in the setlist as it has that
epic feel that is missing from its replacement,
Something Fast, but this doesn’t really detract from the
gig. After the slightly shaky ground we saw the band
on at Manchester and Nottingham, it’s good to see them
putting in two fine performances in London.

Vauxhall Oval, 4/9/00
Day off watching Darren Gough bowl the crap out of
the West Indies.
The Forum, London, 5/9/00
Two in the afternoon, and I’m trying to get in to the
Forum to watch the soundcheck. This is impossible.

Chris Sampson

1

Similarly, early performances of Stairway to Heaven
received a hostile reception from Zep fans.
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chaucer to a field of cows.....before reaching the final line however he had already understood that he would

A UK tour by The Sisters is always worth celebrating, but there is a downside to the fun and games, in that the scum
British Press seem to think that the fans want to hear their views on the tour. Below we take a look at a broad sample of
press articles resulting from the Sisters’ Autumn 2000 tour. And rest assured, we’ve sent Anna Britten a copy of GPS 04,
care of the Time Out offices.

The fetid chute marked British Media.
n the 30th August, the Nottingham Evening Post
carried an article concerning the cancellation of
that evening’s show by The Sisters of Mercy at Rock
City. The article was highly informative; not because
of the news content - news of the cancellation already
had been circulated via the usual route on the internet
(i.e. rumour, then hazy reports from the venue, then
finally confirmation on the band’s web site) and by
ticket agencies telephoning their customers - the interest
for GPS lay in the language and preconceptions used to
describe the band. The Evening Post article was
relatively mild when compared to other articles that
appeared during the tour, but several classic elements of
music journalism were present in its headline alone:
“G*** show dampener”, notably an apparently
congenital need to classify the band into a particular
genre, and the moronic attempt at humour.

O

The Sisters, and in particular Eldritch, have been
heavily critical of the music press. The excellent
‘evolution science’ page on the official site represents
the press as a pulsating slime of sub-amoebic pondlife,
rated below even record companies in the Eldritch food
chain. But the internet has resulted in radical changes
to the music media. The traditional printed press’s
monopoly on news distribution is gone, and already
amongst the various e-news mechanisms there is a
bewildering variety of quality and accuracy (as the
Rock City cancellation ably demonstrated). Aside from
e-mail’s ability to instantly disseminate rumour with no
regard to truth, so web sites - which are theoretically
constrained by libel laws and therefore might be
supposed to be more circumspect - also offer the same
unevenness of accuracy. At the lowest end of the scale
is www.popbitch.com, which offers its subscribers bilge
on celebrity penis sizes and who is having the latest

Back Issues
The GPS back catalogue may be obtained by sending cheques or postal orders, payable to "Chris Sampson" (UK
only), Eurocheques (in Deutschmarks only) or cash (Belgium, Germany, US only - notes preferred where possible) to
our PO Box address. All three back issues are still available: these may be purchased individually, or as a cut-price
option for multiple issues.
Pricing. Pricing is arranged as a fixed price for the first issue to be ordered and then a pro-rata increase for each
subsequent issue. For example, in the UK the first issue costs £1.50, and £1.00 for each subsequent issue. So a
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never leave that room for it was foreseen that the city of mirrors (or mirages) would

Reading through the previews some two and a half
months after the tour, it’s a wonder that Eldritch didn’t
just cancel the entire tour and head off back to the pool
with a car full of Vodka and crystal meth. They are
wholly negative, offensive and misleading. There is a
clear emphasis from the outset that the tour was viewed
as an 80s nostalgia trip, rather than the complex reality
of a band that for the last four years have seemed on the
edge of something-or-other.
Do the press, who
presumably have access to inside industry information,
cast any light on the puzzling deadlock that persists in
Eldritch’s world? Or even display any knowledge of the
band’s recent history? Do they hell. The tour was
widely seen as a “fundraising jaunt” to “keep the wolf
from the door” [Refs 3, 4], with Eldritch personally
benefiting from the money raised5.

in plastic surgery. A
rash of more respectable
music/media sites have
appeared in recent years
(e.g.
LiveDaily,
DotMusic, Music365), all
virtually
indistinguishable from each other, offering the usual
reviews, interviews and re-written press releases (i.e.
“news”) - all tediously familiar from what the weekly
inkies were doing 10 (or even 40) years ago. Is this the
Brave New World?
Much better is the web’s ability to allow bands to write
and develop their own sites (although one should be
alert to whether official sites are produced by the band
or their record company). There’s a trade-off involved
here, in that band sites lose the objectivity and
independent view that the press supposedly offers, but
do facilitate a direct (one-way) conduit between band
and fans. But band sites, as formerly was the case with
fan club magazines, vary in quality and approach, from
Britney’s dire official site to the Sisters’ gargantuan
magnum opus (c.f. Underneath the Rock)2. The printed
music press increasingly appears archaic. The NME
has covered bases by embracing web technology
(www.nme.com), but the Melody Maker, which a
decade ago was a tolerably good read, is in the final
throes of a sad decline3. The monthly glossy magazines
are in a healthier state, offering a more reflective,
considered viewpoint, but are hindered by
overwhelmingly dated subject matter4. (Although our
research for this article caused us to buy Metal Hammer
which is so puerile it makes the likes of Loaded seem
ironic and intelligent.) This, then, is the environment
that caused us to establish GPS.

Moreover The Sisters’ rise from the UK’s leading
independent band to international rock gods during the
Floodland and Vision Thing eras has been forgotten.
The prevailing memory of The Sisters - and here is a
nettle that GPS has long striven to avoid grasping seems to be as a ‘G-word’ band.
This gross
misconception was never true, even in the days when
Eldritch strode the nation’s stages in his black Stetson,
but these days it’s laughable. Much of this strain of
writing seems to be intended to be personally
wounding: The Guardian [Ref 4] gets in an early dig:
“the dungeon door slams, the bat flies...” beneath a
picture of Adam Pearson wearing a lurid lime green
cycling top. (“I don’t know what else I can do” sighed
a white-leathered Eldritch when I mentioned this to him
before the Forum show.) Other clichés followed:
“Heroically naff bunch of doom rockers”, “typical
stupidity”, “Eldritch carries the skull torch” [Ref 3].
The Nottingham Evening Post [Ref 2] manages to cram
in the word “black” six times in the first twenty-four
words. Anna Britten’s Time Out preview [Ref 7] stands
out even in this company as a particularly cretinous
piece of writing. Ms Britten has heard that Eldritch has
ordered journalists not to use the words “doom”,
“gloom” and “goth” in connection with the band. This
is untrue - the Eldritch edict applies only to the
promoter’s advertising for the show (and it is quite
reasonable for the band to retain a measure of control
over their promotion). Ms Britten then compounds her
error with a foam-flecked rant containing a slew of
factual errors (e.g. Eldritch lives in Hamburg), and then
appears to descend into a blatantly racist quip at the
expense of German national dress (“EC-legislationdefying short leather trousers...”). German readers on
the internet were thankfully sensible enough to ignore
the insult, but that pulsating slime of sub-amoebic
pondlife seems appropriate. The worst preview we saw,
though, belonged to Metro magazine, given out free on
the London Underground [Ref 6]. Its 24 words stand as

Aside from the usual excuses to have a couple of weeks
off work, tear-arse around the country at illegal speeds,
get drunk and have a damn fine time, the Trip the Light
Fantastic tour, being the first substantial sequence of
UK Sisters gigs for years, offered an opportunity to
assess how the changes in press media have affected the
perception of The Sisters. Generally the 12 press
articles that GPS identified fell into two categories:
preview and review. These are examined from two
aspects: first, to determine the extent that the expected
prejudices appear in the preview articles; second to see
whether the journalists learnt anything from the
experience of seeing the band in the flesh.

2

None of the GPS staff have fessed up to subscribing to
Britney’s fan club zine, but we’d imagine the content
isn’t great.
3
Following the writing of this article the Melody Maker
ceased publication in December 2000.
4
Undoubtedly due to the fact that they’re staffed by
ageing hippies.

5

This is untrue. The band break even from gigs moneys raised being ploughed into lighting and
equipment and making the next gig “bigger and better”.
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be wiped out by the wind and exiled from the memory of men at the precise moment when aureliano babilonia

The internet reviews are presumably written to very
tight deadlines, which would explain why the language
they use is devoid of stylistic flourishes. The monthlies
might be expected to use more ambitious language, but
sadly not. Jonathon Thomas in Metal Hammer [Ref 12]
does work in “ennuied band” which must have confused
the hell out of that magazine’s regulars, but this grain of
sand doesn’t lead to a pearl of a review. At least both
the Metal Hammer and Uncut [Ref 11] reviews are
enthusiastic, which is true - despite our purist
reservations about the nature of the enthusiasm - of the
reviews in general. Certainly, with respect to our
original objective, the reviews are far more positive
than the previews, indicating that the press en masse
were reminded what a great band the Sisters are.
Whether that more favourable attitude persists until the
next time the Sisters juggernaut rolls into town is a
moot point. Somehow we doubt it.

a testament to all that is wrong with British Music
Journalism:
“G*** institution Andrew Eldritch
has recruited new blood into his
Skeletal Sisters for a reincarnation of
their once dark, despairing and Glam
former selves.”
Fortunately, the reviews of the gigs themselves are
somewhat better, in that they do at least contain some
signs of enthusiasm for the band. Noted Sisters fan
Alexa Williamson, reviewing the excellent Glasgow
Barrowlands gig [Ref 5], described the performance as
“inspired” and even showed signs of insight by noting
that though the Sisters have “progressed in delivery and
style” the new songs have retained the “raw ingenuity”
of earlier songs.
It’s perhaps unfortunate that we haven’t come across
any reviews of the Manchester and Nottingham shows
as GPS’s view was that these were somewhat
disappointing for interesting reasons unconnected with
the band performance. A flurry of reviews were
resulting, though, from the two Forum gigs, confirming
the heavy London-bias of the UK music scene.
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It’s difficult to find any trends in the London reviews,
other than a general observation regarding the sadly
predictable black clothing the majority of the audience
wore (incidentally Metal Hammer was the only
magazine not to comment on this). Dotmusic [Ref 8]
complained about poor sound. Music 365 [Ref 10]
(whose founder, Danny Kelly, is perhaps still smarting
from being called a “fat professional-retard” by Eldritch
a few years ago) went for the G-word angle - “‘When I
Dream’ (sic) is a nightmare filled with flesh eating
zombies”. Err, no it isn’t. Curiously, the unsatisfactory
Music365 review gave the gig a healthy 8/10 (funny
how a critic who has apparently enjoyed the show can
write such a discouraging review).
The Guardian [Ref 9] rated the first night at the Forum
at 3/5, but included a far more perceptive review,
commenting that “the Sisters forged the template for all
the Chemical Brothers-style techno-rock that flared in
the mid-90s”. The Guardian also broached what it feels
like to be in the audience (no, no, other review attempts
to do this - journalists aren’t fans, they are a breed
apart): “the audience is made to feel that in some way it
is causing the music to happen, driving the riffs through
force of collective will”. This is one of the most
perceptive comments I’ve seen in a Sisters review, and
it contains a clear truth about the band’s shows. It also
partially explains why the shows in smaller venues
aren’t such a religious experience - the collective will of
five-hundred people isn’t as great as that of tenthousand.

Dubya 2000
The following motley collection of B-list celebs
were on display at the George W Bush
inauguration. So, first up against the wall come
the revolution and no tears shed:
Ricky Martin, Charlotte Church,
Larry King, Andrew Lloyd Webber
Lyle Lovet, Clint Black,
Lisa Hartman, Sylvester Stallone
Robert Duvall, Chuck Norris
Bo Derek
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would finish deciphering the parchments and that everything written on them was

Anniversary Special
20 : 20 ReVisionism Thing
The 16th February 2001 sees the 20th anniversary of The Sisters’ live debut. We asked the GPS regulars to contribute
some thoughts on the semiotics of rock band longevity, gigs past and tactics for avoiding hypothermia in German
winters...
ith the 20th anniversary upon us, it seems a good
time to look at the evolution of The Sisters live
experience over the last 10 years since I first saw them
at Wembley Arena in 1990. I’d been aware of the band
since 1985 but hadn’t done anything about it ‘til early
87 when the aftermath of the Sisterhood fiasco was still
lashing spasmodically though the music press. So it
was only with Vision Thing that I had my chance to see
them live.

W

The next few years saw the band take time off and the
next historic occasion was of course Near Meth
Experience at the Fenton in June 96. A bit of an
adrenaline rush, this, with it really only being an
internet rumour it was happening at all. I drove 200
miles and arrived at the pub at 9 PM, and it turned out
to be an occasion when it was best to arrive late,
because it meant I was right at the bottom of the stairs
when they opened upstairs and let us in. So I got in fine
while all those who’d been there all afternoon didn’t get
a look in.
Still, controlling numbers so totally
arbitrarily is perhaps fairer than most other methods.
The gig itself was like no other, with something like 80
people in the audience, two very business-like guitarists
concentrating very hard, some pretty basic lighting, no
smoke machine and Von beaming from ear-to-ear,
sporting his brand new blonde hair and a wonderful
pink and orange shirt and bouncing like, well, Tigger.
Or Zebedee. Or possibly both. Wonderful to watch. I
always marvel that someone as, um, petit as Von
nevertheless has a personality that genuinely fills the
stage, room, venue, whatever. Definitely an experience.
The songs were rather good, too - this was the first time
the reworked versions of First and Last and Always,
etc. were aired. I can’t say I paid much attention to the
mechanics of them (you’re fired - Ed), to be honest - I
was too busy soaking up the atmosphere of the place. A
good description of the crowd that night would be
“overawed” at the thought we were actually there.
Witness the following: Von and Pete Turner were out
on the fire escape cooling off after the gig. I went to say
thanks before driving home. Or rather I attempted to. I
was completely disarmed by Von’s smile and got rather
tongue tied!

I was, to put it mildly, excited at the prospect of seeing
my heroes in the flesh. So I had a beer to celebrate on
the way down to London. And another. And so on. By
the time we reached Wembley I was unfortunately not
sufficiently clear-headed to appreciate much more than
a storming rendition of Jolene at the end of the gig. It’s
not a mistake I’ve made twice.
The 10th anniversary gig at Leeds University Refectory
was a different proposition altogether. Snow on the
ground, tiny venue, no bar and no support band. By the
time the guitarists came on stage the crowd was ready
to explode and we all surged forward in the manner of
moshpits. Ditto when the intro to Alice started and
again when Eldritch came on. I looked behind us: the
previously overflowing Refec was now apparently less
than half full. Overall people density necessarily
constant, but now all at one end. The physicist in me
sees an interesting exercise in thermodynamics there,
but I digress. A wonderful gig, with Von quite
impressed by the occasion to the extent of taking his
shades off briefly to have a good look at us all.
Enjoying himself too. My favourite quote of the night
has to be: “I can remember when this stage was big.”
Charming chap.

My next trip to Leeds was to see NME again, this time
at Joseph’s Well. This time I got there well early and
this time I nearly didn’t get in. At one point I noticed
the soundcheck was particularly loud in the Ladies and
had visions of listening to the gig from there... but I did
get in, albeit by the skin of my teeth. This one was
definitely a rehearsal - the density of humans and June
temperature combined to give a humidity level with
which the electronics were never intended to cope. All
the lights shorted except orange, the smoke machine
fixed itself permanently on, the monitors weren’t
working, Von stormed off about half way through and
came back to finish a much truncated set and Mike (his

Move onto June 92 at the NEC. A much nicer venue
than Wembley, although not being in London gives it a
head start anyway. Despite its size, it manages to create
quite an intense atmosphere and with The Sisters
kicking off with Comfortably Numb the gig got off to an
incredible start and just got better. A blinder. The gig
was one of a strung out series of summer shows in
Europe, so the band were both on top form and relaxed
- the best combination. December 1993 at the NEC was
very different - part of a tour and the band were
arguably simply going through the motions. Certainly I
don’t have any amazing memories of the evening.
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unrepeatable since time immemorial and forever more because races condemned to one hundred years of solitude

attitude. And obviously the band feeds off these
differences and every night is then different, so the
grinding tedium (from their point of view) doesn’t set in
so. In larger venues, regional variations are diluted so
the effect isn’t present.

first gig) couldn’t see the set list through the fog and
was playing the wrong song at one point! The audience
didn’t notice, didn’t care and had a great time. The
band cared passionately and went over the performance
in minute detail so as to be ready for that year’s
onslaught on Europe’s festivals, starting in three days’
time. By all accounts the rehearsal paid off, although
my impression of the gig in Manchester was of a very
polished performance but a very cold, almost clinical
one, with not a single quip from the stage. I suspect this
was due largely to a very cold audience who were
hostile to the presence of any unfamiliar material in the
set. They had failed signally to keep up with the band’s
evolution and simply stood there wondering just who
they were watching, because it was hardly the Sisters of
the Wake video of 12 years earlier. I felt angry with
them and sorry for them at the same time. Gary Glitter
never did manage to scramble out of the nostalgia-show
rut. The Sisters patently have. Why is it so difficult for
the audience to keep up with that?

It wouldn’t be fair to draw any conclusions from
Nottingham, other than that the venue seemed quite
prepared to run for the world record for the number of
bodies in a given volume (no I don’t mean floor space, I
mean volume!). We weren’t bopping/dancing/moshing
simply because we couldn’t move at all. Unless we’d
gone for the completely synchronised approach, but I
doubt the foundations would’ve coped.
The first of the London dates was the best of these 5, no
doubt because there was no pressure to strike the rig
and hit the road. Excellent performances all round, and
Von his usual mischievous self. At the end one of the
other girls, as we raved about Flood II, said that she
“really needed a cigarette after that you know?” and we
all agreed with her totally. How does he do it? He even
has that effect in a place the size of the NEC! One of
life’s unanswerable questions.

My own introduction to festivals on the European
mainland came a year later, at Neerpelt in 98. The food
was appallingly badly organised, the beer and wasps
barely better, but in terms of mud, cow pats, sunshine,
Portaloos, happy campers, noises to wake the dead at
4AM and some extremely dodgy bands, it was much the
same as any festival I’ve been to in the UK. The Sisters
blew everyone away - definitely my other favourite
Sisters gig so far. The lightshow was superb and the
stage looked decidedly bare the next day when the
Sisters crew had taken their rig down. The Stranglers
were superb as well. Funny how two bands the press
have written off can and do run rings round all the “up
& coming” media darlings.

The aftermath of a gig is quite sad really. Ears buzzing,
eyes stinging, throat parched, brain reeling, trying to
meet up with the people you came with and/or the
people offering you crash space, trying to decide
whether you want to meet up with or avoid random
people you spoke to during the gig and trying not to get
swept up with the plastic cups, squashed cans, soggy
fag ends and assorted other debris by short-tempered
staff who want their beds. The hours before a gig are
more fun, catching up with people and gossip, putting
the world to rights over fried breakfasts, service station
food or copious quantities of beer. Sisters gigs are a
wonderful way of getting a whole load of like-minded
but very different people together. A worthwhile sideeffect and long may it continue.

It was clear that by now, 8 years after I started, what I
had dimly perceived in 93 was a fact: the band, and
Von especially, enormously enjoy shows when there’s
time in between, e.g. the Saturday job festival schedule
in the Summer. Tours with a gig every night do not
make them such happy chaps: that first one I saw, at
Wembley and the December 93 NEC one were part of
such intensive tours and it showed. A less hectic
schedule reaps dividends in terms of gig quality and
interaction with the crowd.
Hardly a surprising
conclusion, but one the screaming punters would do
well to bear in mind.

So, where does the 20th Anniversary see the band? An
undeniably lean, fit, mean groove-machine, which can
be mobilised at 24 hours’ notice when necessary
(Roskilde 1999). A band which, the music press now
realise, can sidestep their medium and not bat an eyelid.
The press are, slightly late in the day, starting to catch
on that this is a band that can act independently because
they’re really rather good.
I would say the
performances themselves are now more confident and
self-assured; they have far more cheeky swagger about
them than 10 years ago. Von seems to relish his role
more: witness the outrageous comments directed at the
audience. One of the best has to be “we are the light at
the end of your sorry little tunnel”, from London 98 and
the audience loved it. The recent fluidity in the second
guitarist post works really well and allows the band an
informality that gives them much-needed freedom. And

However, this theory doesn’t seem to apply so much to
the smaller venue tours we’ve been getting recently, as I
found out in September last year, when I had my first
chance to “do” all 5 gigs on the UK leg, all within 6
days. The major thing that struck me was how the
crowd varies in different parts of the country; I had
previously only gone to gigs of that size in Manchester
and Liverpool where the audience is rather exacting in
its expectations of a performance’s standard. Glasgow
was something else - a much more determined-to-party
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did not have a second opportunity on earth.....i can still see that film her face that will

Whether it be Hussey, Steinman, Tony James' arrival or
Patricia's departure, the Sisters have always bounced
back and - more important - have always surprised or
shocked us. Indeed, one might even wonder whether
the personnel changes following each album might have
been necessary, if not planned - a catharsis, if you will.
There are those to whom Eldritch is The Sisters and, of
course, they'd have a point - but we need to consider the
vital role that has been played by Eldritch's partners in
crime. Each has contributed, one way or another, to the
distinctive sound of the given period of the Sisters'
career. Nonetheless, and cynical as it may seem,
Eldritch has used band members as an extension of how
a solo artist might use session artists. Band members
have been chosen for their particular style, their ability but also for the aesthetics, the media exposure, the
comedy value. The fact that they are as such rather
ephemeral has been vital to the success of The Sisters of
Mercy: while there are some bands who do manage to
develop with the same group of musicians, it's difficult
to see where The Sisters would have taken things had
Eldritch not been forced - albeit perhaps by himself - to
rethink things so often.

all of them write the
tunes, so there’s diversity
in the new songs too.
The Sisters have come a
long way since February
1981.
They are still
evolving and a fair few people out there are evolving
with them. The 10th anniversary met with incredulity in
some circles; the 20th is something to be very proud of.
Congratulations, boys! I’ve got my tickets, now
where’s the number to book those trains?
Sarah Froggatt

I

f there's any band that's always been likely to provoke
mixed reactions, arguments, fist fights and holy wars,
it's The Sisters. A recent discussion on everyone's
favourite waste of bandwidth, Dominion, was quite a
shock to me: I'd always believed that everyone loved all
of the Sisters' songs, as I did - but no! Apparently, there
are people to whom This Corrosion is commercial
twaddle (never mind the fact that that's part of the
point...), to whom Home of the Hitmen is pointless
nonsense; there are even, incredibly, those who can't
stand Temple of Love...

And so, I'm worried. By all accounts, things seem
remarkably rosy in Camp Baxville. Adam and Mike
have a shitload of stuff up on the web site. Chris
Starling seems to flout convention by being a
(currently) ex-member who still gets along well with
Eldritch and, stranger still, who actually makes good
music on his own. Eldritch has a girlfriend. Given
appearances at most recent concerts, he even seems to
be happy: altogether not good signs. I'm still not
convinced by the new songs I've heard, either - not
because they're particularly different, or unexpected, but
rather because they're neither of those things. Of
course, the Sisters live and the Sisters in the studio
really are two completely different beasts, and I
generally have the confidence in Eldritch's abilities
(both artistic and critical) to believe that whatever's
produced will be bloody good. Indeed, I'm hoping that
my doubts are a good thing, given the apparent
relationship between Eldritch's ability to confuse and
confound before dazzling and delighting. Perhaps this
is a new stage in the Sisters' development - perhaps
Eldritch too feels that it's time to mature, to place more
of his own trust in the abilities of others. Certainly,
Adam and Mike seem more intelligent (and humorous)
chaps than anyone who's been in the band before;
they're also clearly rather talented.

For my part, as I suggested, I'm a fan of everything the
Sisters have done. Since you're probably already
wondering why I gotta be so undemanding, I do think
we could do with less of More, and that re-worked
versions of any song are seldom a good idea -- but still,
by and large, I think it's all brilliant. How, then, can
people be so divided on what constitutes a good song?
It's easy to forget, if you're a big fan of any artist (as, if
you're reading this, you probably are), that not everyone
shares your zeal. It's like being drunk, and believing
everyone else to be similarly intoxicated, and it's only a
little less dangerous. There's nothing more frightening
than a zealot, nor as boring as a sycophant, nor as
stagnant as unquestioning devotion. The man who was
suddenly given everything he ever wanted ate too many
Wonkabars and died a fat, lonely bastard. Every Sisters
fan needs to be thankful of the fact that Eldritch has
continually moved in new directions with his band. We
need to be grateful that there are sad old bastards who
pine for the pre-FALAA days; that Under The Gun is so
often hated and, yes, that there are people whose first
Sisters song was This Corrosion. These aren't signs of
failure, of losing the plot: they're signs of adventure,
innovation, experimentation, vitality. It is notable,
when we look back over the history of the band so far,
that virtually every major important decision made by
the band has been met with ridicule, disgust, or
condemnation.

There's one good sign, though: people are bitching and
moaning.
Still, there's something the Sisters needs must do: they
must remember to piss some people off. To remember
to give us something to fight about, to squabble and
ponder over. They should alienate the Vision Thing
fans; frustrate the media; write a pop song; find God;
collaborate with Boyzone. But we've had phantom, and
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never exist again sabeth in the mistral she is walking into the wind the terrace the jardin des papes
There have been some truly great memories in that
time: the first play of Ribbons and hearing Eldritch
bellow ‘Incoming!’ for the first time; the staggering
Birmingham NEC show in 1992 (still the greatest
Sisters show I’ve seen); This Corrosion on Top of the
Pops; I still remember the first time I heard the
infectious Floorshow drum patterns in a Coventry night
club ... And there have been some embarrassments
along the way: Pete French and me playing air guitar on
a Belgian festival stage, three hours after the audience
had gone home; the disastrous Robbo printer incident.

we've had Andrew dancing; now give us the future, and
make it murder...
George Carless

A poet when he is growing old, will
ask himself if he cannot keep his
mask and his vision without new
bitterness,
new disappointment.
Could he, if he would, copy Landor
who lived loving and hating,
ridiculous and unconquered, into
extreme old age, all lost but the
favour of his muses. Surely, he may
think, now that I have found vision
and mask I need not suffer any
longer. Then he will remember
Wordsworth, withering into eighty
years, honoured and empty-witted,
and climb to some waste room, and
find, forgotten there by youth, some
bitter crust.

A 20th Anniversary for a rock’n’roll band! What are we
to make of this paradox, easily stated, yet full of
problems? Rock’n’roll bands are supposed to burn
intensely but briefly, change the lives of a few fans, add
something to the pool of influences later bands can
draw on, make the record company some money and
then fuck off6. Bands which do persist seem to fall into
either the Rolling Stones category - creatively spent and
increasingly sad as a live act, or into the Beatles
category - long since split but spawning a drip-feed of
out-takes that are reverently analysed with an almost
academic level of detail (which is pointless as it
destroys any natural reaction to the music). No rock
group that I can think of can claim the consolation of
Yeats: the increasing power of their muse to
compensate for the ravages of age.

- W B Yeats, 1917

Inevitably, the Sisters wreck our neat categorisations.
At this point in time the band’s live shows have for a
number of years consistently been hitting a level of
quality that was unmatched in the previous 20 years.
Yeats talks about “vision” and “mask”; both are firmly
established for Eldritch (and I would say the on-stage
Eldritch wears at least 4 layers of mask) and these
artistic successes seem to give him peace of mind. Yet
the absence of new recordings means the shows are
being performed in smaller and smaller halls (e.g.
London: Brixton, Forum, Astoria) which is beginning to
impact the grandeur of the presentation. Creatively The
Sisters are far from spent - the 8 unreleased Sisters
tracks and Leeds Underground material show Eldritch
& co can still reach the peaks reached on Floodland and
Vision Thing, yet there has been no (publicly released)
album for the last half of the band’s existence. “To do is
to be” said Jean-Paul Sartre - in which case do the
Sisters even exist anymore?

T

urn to Alan Clark’s diary entries for 16 February
1981 and you find Thatcher’s first administration in
trouble with the economy and unemployment running
out of control and the ‘wets’ threatening cabinet
rebellion; the Falklands War and Miner’s strike that
strengthened her pseudo-dictatorship were still some
years off. In the charts, the recently deceased Lennon
was at Number One with Woman, soon to be displaced
by Joe Dolce’s Shaddup Ya Face, and the laughable
‘New Romantic’ was the prevailing trend. At Alcuin
College, York University, unknown Leeds band The
Sisters of Mercy were making their live debut,
supporting the Thompson Twins at a CND benefit and
beginning their set with a screamingly intense version
of Leonard Cohen’s Teachers.
Lennon dates it for me - Mark Chapman shot him the
day I became a teenager, and for me 1981 was a year of
school uniforms, car factories being closed down and
unemployed punks sniffing glue outside WH Smiths.
Eldritch’s quote about “a generation being brought up
to have no expectations, no ambitions” really rings true.
The likes of The Sisters, Cocteau Twins and New Order
were something of an escape, and I suppose they
nurtured a sense of cultural sustenance. For that,
thanks.

So here I am in the bizarre position of going to a gig at
a place I left 10 years ago to celebrate the 20th
Anniversary of a band that may no longer exist. (And
what’s more, wasting a Saturday night writing about
such a strange event.) Is it the tease, the unfulfilled
potential, the uncertainty surrounding their future that
keep the Sisters such a magnetic proposition? Is it the
fact that the Sisters never really celebrated the moment,

For most of us, the Sisters have been a constant in our
lives for the last 15 years or so, and there has been a
significant two-way investment in that relationship.

6

This being a natural consequence of the pop aesthetic:
“I won’t resist the moment/Why should I even try?”
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everything is fluttering her hair her skirt like a balloon sabeth by the balustrade waving her

that Eldritch always had
a wider world-view, that
keeps them fresh? The
Sisters always seemed so
damned important.

My Nobel prize medal shows a young
man listening to a Muse, who stands
young and beautiful with a great lyre
in her hand, and I think as I examine
it, "I was good-looking once like that
young man, but my unpractised verse
was full of infirmity, my Muse old as
it were, and now I am old and
rheumatic and nothing to look at, but
my Muse is young." I am even
persuaded that she is like those
Angels in Swedenborg's vision, and
moves perpetually "towards the
dayspring of her youth."

The political diaries for
16 February 2001 will show Blair’s government
heading for a second term, unemployment low, and the
European project looking increasingly pointless. Christ
knows who will be Number One, but the chances are it
will be a manufactured pop band rather than a fauxprophet figure like Lennon. And at Alcuin College,
York University, the very much alive and existing
Sisters of Mercy will be celebrating their 20th
anniversary. I think I’ll have a few beers, try not too
think too hard about the whys and wherefores and just
damn well enjoy myself. ‘Twas ever thus.

- W B Yeats, 1923
Chris Sampson

The UK Post Office, clearly thinking that a name that concisely and unambiguously portrayed its function was
an unfashionable anachronism, recently took the ludicrous decision to rename itself “Consignia”, prompting
the following letter to The Guardian.
Those who criticise names like Consignia and Accenture (Diary, January 11) for being meaningless miss the
point. They are meant to be meaningless, confusing the public, whilst freeing the company from the shackles
of national identity and product identification. Along with Carillon, Corus, Uniq and the rest this rebranding will
allow them to operate all over the world, buying, selling, locating, relocating, hiring, firing, shedding and
diversifying without anyone knowing where they're from and what they make. It reminds me of a fashion item I
once saw around the waist of a solemn, expensively dressed Japanese woman in Tokyo. It was a black
leather belt carefully embossed at regular intervals with the single English word "Bullshit".
Michael Palin
London
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laughter but silent her body that no longer exists i sat in the dining car thinking why not take these two forks hold

She Watch Channel Zero!?

B

izarre isn't in it? The
Sisters just keep popping
up in the weirdest of places for
the most unfathomable of
reasons. At Glasperlenspiel
we're not accustomed to
reproducing interviews, but
this one made a rather
ephemeral appearance on UK
Teletext 19.01.01. However,
the interview seems to confirm
what we have suspected for a
while: that the band are a
band, are active, but sadly this
isn't likely to translate into the
release of recorded material in
the near future. Or in the
distant future.
John Earls: How close
completion is a new album?

to

Andrew Eldritch: We regularly
work on tracks, but we've had no
compelling reason to focus on
finishing them. There's been a lot
of interest from major labels, but
the industry's in a complete mess.
Not just the usual short-termism
of Britain, but globally due to
MP3 and corporate takeovers.
Everybody is so scared for their
jobs that they're reluctant to
"risk" large sums of cash.
Luckily, the Sisters are capable of
thriving outside the circus.
JE: Given the East West strike,
would you work with a major
label again?
AE: Yes. I've always said I don't
mind being exploited, so long as
I'm exploited competently. If I'm
exploited competently, everybody
wins.
JE: How would you describe your
new songs?

AE: The ones we play live are
stonking. We're saving a few less
gung-ho numbers for the album.
They're maybe not the best thing
to play in our current live
stonkathon. We'll play as many
new ones as we can get away with
on the tour.
JE: How commercially successful
do you think The Sisters would
be today?
AE: Our material's good enough.
I can't vouch for the efficiency of
record companies. The ones I've
spoken to seem very enthusiastic
about us, but aren't very selfconfident when push comes to
shove. And I've spoken to all of
them in the last couple of years.
JE: Is commercial
important to you?

JE: How long did you think The
Sisters would last as a band?
AE: I honestly don't remember
thinking about it. Maybe that's
why we're still here.
JE: Having covered Jolene and
Confide In Me by Kylie, what
other unexpected covers are you
planning for this tour?

success

AE: It would be nice for the songs
to find a suitably wide audience.
But I don't need the money. Or
the grief.
JE: How difficult is it to appeal to
new fans, rather than the same
die-hards?
AE: Not difficult at all, even
where the press is determined not
to let it happen. Time Out gave
us and our fans a fabulous
slagging off for the last gigs
before we'd even played them.
(See page 8 - Ed.)
JE: What was the low point
during the seven year strike
against East West?
AE: No low points at all, other
than not having resources to
correct
the
media's
mischaracterisations of the band,
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resources East West never gave
us anyway. I don't need a record
company to help me make
records. And I absolutely don't
need the circus and the grief that
goes with releasing records to a
wider audience.
Or the
frustration of trying to reach a
wider audience via duffers like
East West.

AE: We thought it more
appropriate for the tour not to
pull our usual stunt of warping
something outrageously unlikely.
So we'll be paying our respects
less obliquely than usual.
JE: As your dispute with East
West ended in '97, were you
tempted to rush-release an album
to celebrate?
AE: No, but I did plan to bring
out a few indie singles. Our
guitarist Adam spent a year not
recording one called Summer, as
he'd gone off the idea. He's since
seen the light, but by the time he'd
fessed up it was too late.
JE: What is it with the people
involved that makes the current
line-up one of the longest in
Sisters history?
AE: They haven't quit.

them upright in my hands and let my head fall so as to get rid of my eyes.....we are unerring

be – is distinctly unnerving; indeed unnerving enough for it
still to be felt after the event in the third verse. The narrator,
who gives a strong sense of being traumatised, also appears
to be oblivious to the detail of the event. The lyric, briefly,
approaches the “howling edge” of whatever happens; it’s a
maelstrom of noise and light, but we remain ignorant of
what is going on. All he can do is wonder whether he will
dream, when it’s over. “When it’s over” is the focal point of
the narrative; the present being too dreadful to dwell on.
However, it is important that the narrator is confident
enough to contemplate future events, as this enables the
listener to infer that the event isn’t fatal (for the narrator at
least).

The
Interpretation
of Dreams

T

he short burst of song writing activity in 1997 added
five completed tracks to the Sisters’ live repertoire, and
left several promising ideas in the ur-Gestalt phase (one of
which later emerged as Crash and Burn). With the
increasing coherence and confidence of the Sisters as a live
unit, time, ever the most perceptive of Sisters critics, has
matured these tracks into a significant body of work. The
last song to be premiered on the Event Horizon tour, Will I
Dream?, initially seemed the slightest, being musically
over-reliant on a few Varjak power chords and lyrically
atypically monosyllabic. Eldritch’s assertion that “we think
it’s rather good” was dismissed (by me) far too casually.

Dreaming is significant here, reinforcing distance from the
actual experience. If he does dream, one can be sure that it
will be a Kafkaesque nightmare. We are reminded of
Kafka’s The Trial, Amis’s Other People. Does Will I
Dream represent an abrogation of responsibility, as in Other
People? Or an overwhelming sense of guilt, as in The Trial?
Perhaps neither - helplessness is the overriding tone. This
represents a regression in Eldritch’s lyrics from Vision
Thing’s victim-free approach, back to the more vulnerable
narratives of First And Last And Always.

Lyrically, Will I Dream? belies its simplicity of language by
presenting a silver screen on which abstract images, literally
and metaphorically, appear for a quantum moment and then
disappear. The images are sensory: colour, feel and sound
are present. And although there are characters in the sense
of a narrator: “I”, and an object: “you”, beneath the barest
rudiments of sensory experience there is no thought, no
reason, no recorded events, no emotion; none of the
characteristics that make us human. This seems remarkable,
for Eldritch’s lyrics have previously been criticised for a
surfeit of complexity. It is almost as if he has gone
structuralist in his approach.

Given this shifting nightmare of abstraction and ethereality
it is understandable that at the end of the song the narrator is
entertaining doubts of the subject’s existence. The attempt
to “will belief in you” fails, possibly because of the
experience gained as a result of whatever happens. The
subtext is impenetrable if indeed there is one. That’s a
startling conclusion: no subtext in an Eldritch song?
Eldritch appears to have consciously discarded the layered,
metaphorical style familiar from Floodland and Vision
Thing. Will I Dream? is the most striking example of this
volte face. Whether this is a reaction to the disappointing
mass of critical insight into previous lyrics is currently
unclear. If so, the combination in Will I Dream? of a lyric
that allows no interpretation or insight together with a
stunningly effective use of the simplest language is a subtle
and mischievous modification, and one requiring
explanation from the man himself.

Time exists in the dream. The three verses progress a shift
in tense, from anticipation of the immediate future, through
the present, to review of the near past. This is brilliantly
achieved through repetition and subtle shifts in the lyric.
The opening “Something will happen here” is modified to
“is happening” and then “has happened”. (It refers to
Dylan’s Ballad of a Thin Man: “Because something is
happening here/But you don't know what it is/Do you,
Mister Jones?”) The tone is fearful: whatever happens in the
second verse – and there are no clues as to what this might

Chris Sampson

Merciful Release News
None whatsoever.
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in our choice of lovers particularly when we require the wrong person there is an instinct magnetic or aerial which

Reviews

Sona Fariq - Sona Fariq
(WEA)
“Very Good. There’s no such
thing as too much wah-wah.” Andrew Eldritch
Debut album from The Sisters’
support act on the Trip the Light
Fantastic tour, Sona Fariq are an
East London based four piece, but
combine a bewildering mix of
ethnic backgrounds (Bangladeshi,
Pakistani, Moroccan and Polish
amongst others). This is evident
in the band’s sound which takes
the rock/funk fusion of early 90s
LA bands (Jane’s Addiction/Red
Hot Chili Peppers) and nails it to
urban Y2K UK sensibilities.
Live, the band are energetic and
intense, and this is captured on the
opening three tracks. Drop The
Bomb is driven by crunching
guitars and a liquid rhythm
section; it gets the album off to
the sort of start that Like a
Machine did on La Costa Rasa’s
Autopilot. The second track We
Be On Fire is even better,
especially when the bass and
drums hit the afterburners during
the chorus. Do Not Return again
explodes in the chorus, courtesy
of
almost
illegally
funky
percussion.
Michael Frankel’s vocals are halfrapped, half-sung, and there is an
impression that, carried away with
the music, he is doing whatever
seemed right at the time. The
lyrics sensibly steer clear of any
over-ambitious
multi-syllables
that would upset the flow of the
music: “I’m still burning/You
know why?/We be on fire!/My
love, my love/We be on fire/What
U be on?/Fire! Yeah! Yeah!

Yeah!” being a typical example,
although Zoo gets Shakespearean
(“Lest true love meet love’s
violent end”). There is a definite
positive tone present, and the
overall mood is an intense,
hedonistic joie de vivre. The pace
drops a little after the first few
tracks, Dr John and Brown are
more contemplative, but the
energy is again cranked up at the
end with Hey Chica and the
fabulous wah-wah fest of Me and
Mescalito.
We note with a little concern that
they’re signed to Warners. Here’s
hoping they get the support,
encouragement
and
artistic
freedom they deserve.

Cocteau Twins: Stars and
Topsail (4AD)

This ‘best of’ album is
completely,
hopelessly,
irreparably inadequate.
Not
through any fault in the music
contained on the CD: in particular
the 10 track run from Lorelei to
Carolyn’s
Fingers
midway
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through the album reaches stellar
peaks any other band (Sisters
included) couldn’t even dream of.
No, where it fails is in concept.
What is the point in a précis of the
glorious music the Cocteau Twins
made for 4AD? What kind of sad
individual doesn’t own already all
of these tracks, and can’t find the
time to play all 8 albums and 14
EPs in full, back to back?
Moreover the packaging lacks the
required gravitas for a release of
this importance: Alan Warner’s
sleeve notes are fatuous (God
alone knows what his novels are
like), and even Vaughan Oliver’s
artwork, severely limited by CD
format, lacks the panache of
previous Cocteau releases.
There are inevitable quibbles
about missing favourites. The
blistering All But an Ark Lark
from the early Lullabies EP has
gone astray. No Musette and
Drums, with its incendiary closing
guitar
noise,
off
1983’s
breakthrough Head Over Heels
LP. Liz Fraser’s two fabulous
tracks (Song to the Siren, Another
Day) from the first This Mortal
Coil album are not here (and
completists would want to include
Fraser’s guest appearance on
Felt’s mighty Primitive Painters).
Insanely The Spangle Maker is
missing, and what the hell has
happened to Donimo from
Treasure - the finest album in
existence?
The absence of
everything from the Love’s Easy
Tears EP is bordering on the
criminal. And one is rendered
speechless that Suckling the
Mender and A Kissed Out Red
Floatboat from Blue Bell Knoll
didn’t make the cut.
Little
Spacey! Where is Little Spacey?

seeks the unsuitable the wrong person is of course right for something to punish bully

And so on. But what of the tracks
that are here?
Lorelei is
innocence, Aikea-Guinea bliss.
Pink Orange Red melancholy and
Carolyn’s
Fingers
ecstasy.
(Alternatively you could say
Spring, Winter, Autumn and
Summer respectively.)
Pearly
Dewdrops’ Drops and Iceblink
Luck were, pointlessly, Top 30 hit
singles and Liz refused to go on
Top of the Pops. For a time in
1985 Aikea-Guinea was No. 41
for three consecutive weeks,
prompting the youthful Sampson
to deliberate noisily on conspiracy
theories in the 6th form common
room. In 1993 I finally saw them
live and from the front row you
could almost reach out and grasp
Liz’s vocals in your hand.
The
Cocteaus’
music
is
notoriously difficult to describe.
Robin Guthrie and Simon
Raymonde created beautiful,
melodic scores over which Liz
Fraser, blessed with a heavenly
voice,
sang
in
tongues.
Elizabeth’s efforts are perhaps
undervalued - it’s easy to assume
that all she had to do was to open
her mouth and the songs came
out,
especially
as
the
contemporary paradigm was in
favour of beauty-by-accident. (At
least there was some kind of
aesthetic theory back then heaven knows what kind of theory
could be constructed around the
current crop of leading bands.)
But Liz pushed the envelope for
female vocals in pop. The Blue
Bell Knoll tracks in particular
simply exude ambition. The sheer
weight of ideas expended on a
single backing track can be
breathtaking (listen to the
counterpoint
harmonies
on
Donimo), and the combined effect
when three or four vocal such
melodies are combined is

staggering. At the time only Kate
Bush was exploring similar
territories, and one would have to
venture as far afield as Maria
Callas or Bulgarian folk for other
reference points. And when the
Twins finally began to decline
after their ill-advised transfer to
Fontana (the objective of boosting
US sales was counter-productive
and damaging), Liz’s continued
inspiration provided some late
moments of glory, notably on
Seekers Who Are Lovers, which
proved a fitting last track to their
last album. At times (Otterley,
Victorialand) the music was
delicate and gentle, othertimes
(Aikea Guinea, Those Eyes That
Mouth) it was a visceral, orgasmic
thrill. Critics fruitlessly searched
for meaning in this, but it defies
analysis.
Pure emotion made
sound, the Cocteau Twins were
unique. We are poorer in their
absence but richer for having
grown with them.

melodies. Bobby Slaughter Saw
the Light is the album’s best track,
a story of two trailer park trash
and the things they do to “forget
about failure”. Eventually the
trailer gets torched as Bobby
“dropped his zippo in a gallon of
petrol”. The song is particularly
effective as the music and melody
are so smooth and soothing, a
stark contrast to the text.
There’s nothing radical on the
album, no envelope being pushed,
nothing that’s going to get the
Met Bar crowd excited. But if
well written songs, well recorded
are your thing you could do a lot
worse.
(Planet Painkiller is
available from amazon.co.uk, or
mail order at EX34, Craigmore,
Woodlands, Coombe Martin,
Devon, EX34 0AS)

Martin Amis - Experience
(Random House)

Chris Starling - Planet
Painkiller (EX34 Records)
For Starling read Sheehan. Chris
Sheehan originally played with
The Sisters in four shows in 1996,
and then returned to the fold for
the recent tour once Mike Varjak
became unavailable. Back in the
early 90s Sheehan had released a
couple of albums under the name
The Starlings, and this name was
resurrected for this solo album
released early in 2000.
Planet Painkiller is very much a
one man job, with Sheehan
singing and playing guitar, bass
and drums on all but one track.
The opener Rawhide Baby is
warm and restrained, but there is a
distinctly subversive tone in the
lyrics (“love to squeeze, love to
choke, love to stroke”). Mouths
and Brains starts bizarrely with a
twangy banjo straight from some
in-bred Deep South swamp.
Saved Up and The Word are
better, being carried by strong
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In the 80s, Amis was The Man.
London Fields is without much
doubt the best English novel of
the last 50 years. Some rate
Money as being better, but it’s a
moot point.
Everyone hates
Amis, of course.
Talent,
apparently inherited from his
father and with hints of the
dynastic or aristocratic, was
always
likely
to
arouse
resentment. But it was when the
detail of MA’s private life started
being the crux of the attacks that
things started getting nasty. MA
got divorced and re-married to a
“literary groupie”, had his teeth
sorted shortly after picking up a
fat advance for The Information,
wrote a novel about the holocaust,
got dumped from the Booker
shortlist for misogyny, became
mates with Saul Bellow, talked
about emigrating to the States,
supported Salman Rushdie. The
press went for the jugular.
Experience is MA’s reply.

humiliate us let us down leave us for dead or worst of all give us the impression that they are not inappropriate

Experience has been described as
the
"first
post-modern
autobiography". Whether it’s the
first, I don’t know, and anyway I
only partially agree with the
assertion - Experience is certainly
post-modern in style with its
masses of footnotes, non-linear
narrative
and
interjections
regarding the craft of writing
autobiography (sometimes to the
exclusion of the life story). But I
wouldn't
say
it's
an
"autobiography" in the usual
sense, nor are these "memoirs".
In no way does the book set out to
record a complete history of his
life. The agenda is set by a desire
to put straight the distortions and
lies promulgated by the press.
So we get plenty of material on
the teeth; on Kingsley - which
builds to a direct response to a
Sunday Times article by Eric
Jacobs with a 50 page rumination
of Kingsley’s final days that
seemed unnecessary to me and as
a reader I felt I was intruding on
something that should have
remained private; on Delilah
Seale (MA’s ‘lost’ daughter though in reality he just seems to
have forgotten about her) and
Lucy Partington (a cousin who
was a victim of serial killer Fred
West). The sections on the latter
are unassailable and moving.
Criticism of Time's Arrow (Amis
was held to have profited from the
holocaust by writing a novel with
it as a central theme) is indirectly
dealt with by an account of a visit
to Auschwitz. MA's own divorce
is not directly tackled, but there is
a great deal of work put into
detailing the effects of divorce both of his parents’ and of his
own. Indeed, there's an obsession
with family life throughout almost to the exclusion of all else
(and characters such as Phillip
Larkin, Saul Bellow, Christopher
Hitchens are almost viewed as
part of an extended family).
Disappointingly, you won’t learn
much about student radicalism in
the late 60s, or about the left-wing

intelligentsia in the 70s. The
book is tightly controlled - MA is
only letting slip what he wants to.
It's a curious read. Sure, the
writing is formidable, but there is
a distinct sense of scores being
settled. I laughed out loud twice
while reading Experience - first
over a slapstick anecdote about
Kingsley opening a can of lager,
second in the Appendix when MA
writes “If these pages have so far
been free of a sense of grievance”.
I don’t think we were supposed to
laugh at that bit. Any fears that
MA is losing his edge can safely
be put aside: his next novel is
rumoured to feature an under-age
royal getting involved in the LA
porn industry. Don’t think we’ll
be seeing that on the Booker
shortlist.

Emmylou Harris - Red
Dirt Girl (Grapevine)
Elsewhere in this issue, we
contemplate why so few rock
artists improve with age. With
Red Dirt Girl, Ms Harris has
made what is widely regarded as
the best album in her thirty year
career. This may be true - this is
the first album of hers that I’ve
heard, so I’m in no position to
agree or disagree. What I can say
with confidence is that this album
contains at least three of the
finest, most elegant songs I’ve
heard in many years.
Some biographical detail is
helpful in coming to an
understanding of the album. The
great songs on the album are
haunted by the ghosts of two men
in Harris’s life: Gram Parsons and
her father. Parsons was a former
country rock star who played
briefly with The Byrds before
forming his own band, The Flying
Burrito Brothers. Harris sang
with his band briefly before
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Parsons’ death in the seventies7.
Harris and Parsons were growing
closer before his death but the
relationship apparently remained
platonic. Harris’s father was a
Korean War veteran. Captured
during the war, he was tortured as
a POW, didn’t crack, and was
later held up by the US army as a
text-book example of prisoner
behaviour.
The album opens with The Pearl.
The sound is slightly low-fi,
acoustic guitar and a beautifully
warm slightly distorted electric,
courtesy of Ethan Johns, carry the
melody. Drums and bass are kept
muted. It is slightly reminiscent
of recent Mazzy Star productions.
Any country or even alt.country
reference points would be well
wide of the mark, that’s one ghost
that is buried on this album.
Harris’s vocals are contemplative
and there is a pleasing sense in
which she seems lost in the
images and memories her lyrics
give her. It’s almost as if the
listener is intruding on a private
soliloquy. That’s not to say it’s
an uncomfortable listen - Ms
Harris’s presence is a very easy
place to be. The lyricsrefect on
melencholy: “It is the heart that
kills us in the end / Just one more
old broken bone that cannot mend
/ As it was now and ever shall be
amen”.
Michelangelo, in all likelihood a
song about Parsons, is even better.
The breadth of experience in the
lyrics is awesome. Here, Harris
has the knack of adding depth
through allusion - something that
the best Eldritch lyrics also do.
“You were looking like Picasso
with a scar across your shoulder”
is delivered with such grace and
feeling that the nape hairs stand
up on the listener’s neck. The
7

Parsons died from the usual
drink/drug excesses. At one time
Keith Richards threw Parsons out
of his house for “excessive drug
taking” (!!).

but almost right thus hanging us in loves limbo not just anyone can do this.....o
captain
the fifth verse in its entirety as
well, oh sod it, I will:

song extends its vision in the
staggering, emotively sung third
verse:
Were
you
there
at
Armageddon?
Was Paris really burning?
Could I have been the one to
pull you
From the point of no
returning?
And did I hear you calling
out my name
Or was it forgotten long ago?
The sense of loss and regret is
overpowering; there is no closure
here. I could quite easily quote

Did you suffer at the end?
Would there be no one to
remember?
Did you banish all the old
ghosts
At the terms of your
surrender?
And could you hear me
calling out your name?
Well I guess that I will never
know
The song is quite, quite beautiful.

rather than, say, Owen’s Anthem
for Doomed Youth. Surely Harris
feels some anger that her father
was tortured fighting a war that
was at best questionable? Maybe
she does, but chose not to express
it in the song.
The other songs on the album do
not quite reach the standards of
the three discussed here (though
Tragedy isn’t far behind), but do
improve with familiarity. But the
highs are heady stuff indeed. Buy
this album and listen to it with an
open mind. Fantastic.

The third great track is Bang the
Drum Slowly. A lament to her
father, this one comes closer to
resolving her relationship with
him. There is a sense perhaps in
which
the
song
is
too
conservative,
in
that
it
mythologizes the war dead in the
manner of Brooke’s The Soldier

The Bradford Bomb - aka the Grim Buddha Project - was designed to provoke the good citizens of Leeds into a
pre-emptive redevelopment of downtown Bradford (at less overall cost to the West Yorkshire taxpayer than any
non-nuclear option).
But soon there won't be anybody still paying tax in Leeds, and as every other good citizen is now called
Darren/Kylie it might be best to provoke our clog-shod and pyjama-clad neighbours into a reverse takeover of
the megaton variety, and monitor proceedings from a sensible vantage point - like Milan.
Leeds' own deterrent is, of course, pointed at the nastier parts of Lancashire - all the bits with Mancs and
Scousers in. Boom shalaka laka boom, as we say in the bangra gangsta community. You white boys can stick
with "Vindaloo, vindaloo, we're gonna steal more cars than you".
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my captain rise up and hear the bells rise up for you the flag is flung for you the bugle trills for you bouquets and ribboned

Prize Crossword

By Cryptic George Carless
First correct answer to the usual address wins an ultra-rare GPS t-shirt
Answers in GPS 05
Warning: some of the answers require knowledge of bootleg and unreleased demo tracks. Bootlegs can seriously
damage your health, and GPS accepts no responsibility for any injuries arising therefrom.
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wreaths for you the shores a-crowding for you they call the swaying mass their eager

UK Music Magazine the MNE interviewed top rock band Near Meth
Experience in 1997. The interview was not published, due to the cretinous
editorial policy of the magazine. However, GPS has intercepted the
interview and prints it below.
Near Meth Experience

by

Tel Wanker
Me, me, me, me, me, me, me. I'm
cool, me. Music journalist. Top
dog. King of the manor. Fucking
Medley Maker - crap innit? I
work for the MNE, me. Me, me,
me, me, me, me, me.
Train up to Leeds. Leeds is in
the North, or "oop north" as they
say!!!!. That's further than the
Bull & Gate.
Christ, the
provinces are so backward. What
do you do if you need to consult a
Feng Shui guru on placement of
one's Sergio Grimaldi tubular
steel angle-poise lamp? Can you
get to Stamford Bridge of a
Saturday afternoon? Look at the
state of the housing market. Thus,
the North: no Feng Shui service
industry, no Premiership football
(err, you sure about that? - Ed),
affordable housing.
Jesus H
Christ!
I'm here to interview some band
or other. Someone said they
aren't signed, so there's no press
release to re-write. I mean, do
they expect me to write their press
for them? Amateurs. Didn't
bother going to the gig - clashed
with the launch party for a
designer unisex anal deodorant.
Tina from S Club 7 was there.
Quality. In wiv ver kids, me.
'Ello there's a mirror. Check it
out, girls…looking sharp. Easy
tiger.
Near Meth made some records,
like, years ago, but haven't done
anything for ages.
I'm a
professional, so I might salvage

an article from it. 150 words, tops
though. Some geezer with a
blonde barnet goes off on one:

being interviewed by Terence W.
Anker
of
Post-Structuralism
Today?"

"Culturally,
Near
Meth
Experience represent an ironic
modernist
symbiosis
of
Kierkegaard and Elvis Presley.
We are the philosopher king as a
sex god. We wear leather trousers
and have read Tractatus LogicoPhilosophicus.
We haven't
released an album because the
music industry is a shambolic
icon of a derelict spiv nation.
Near Meth songs attempt to
delineate the dichotomy of a
society confused about its
superficial role as utilitarian
moralists
whilst
privately
enjoying
an
ultra-hedonist
lifestyle without taking on-board
the concomitant responsibilities.
Take 'War on Drugs' for example,
the narrator 'heads on back to
Kirkstall, in the shadow of the
sun'"….

Nah mate, this is the day job.
MNE, innit.

Well, it's going nowhere, is it? I
interrupt. Who's your favourite
member of S Club 7?
"…the subtext of which draws
parallels between…I'm sorry?"
What's your favourite
Eastenders or Corrie?

soap?

“Eh?”

"Ah, you should have said. Well
it's got to be Corrie, ain't it? That
Ken Barlow - he's a card………"

Elsewhere in the
MNE:
Robbie offers Liam
Out!, pages 2, 3, 4,
5, 13-18
Liam calls Robbie an
arsehole! pages 6, 7
Noel divorce
exclusive page 8
Mel C lesbian update
page 9, 10
MNE / Nike /
Smirnoff package
tour - free tix!
page 11

Britney or Christina?

Why is indie music
dying? page 12

"What the fuck is this? I was
given to understand we were

MNE Circulation
figures drop page 13
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faces turning here captain dear father this arm beneath your head it is some dream that on the deck you've

Turns out the real story was more
mundane. Varjak had been working since
early 2000 with West London outfit
JackieOnAssid, had contributed to their
Zip Me Up EP and appearing in their
Meditation Man video. Assid main man
Chris Constantino had formerly played
with Adam and the Ants. This influence
shows in the tracks we’ve heard. Hmm.

Exploding Guitarists

Keen-eyed punters on the last Sisters tour might have
noticed that the stage left six-string position was being
occupied by Chris Sheehan rather than Mike Varjak. So
what had prompted this latest line-up change? After doing a
quick bit of research on the internet we came up with the
answer that he’d been sacked by Eldritch for sleeping with
too many women when on tour.

Anyway, it seems that Mike simply
decided to try his luck with
JackieOnAssid rather than the Sisters. At
the time the Assids were making noises
on their web site about a major new
record deal, though whether Mike had
tired of the Sisters inaction is a matter of
speculation.
Whatever,
both
JackieOnAssid and the Sisters remain
unsigned.
And only the Sisters are
touring.

This explanation sent our bullshit detector into overdrive I’ve heard that Lemmy was once sacked from Hawkwind
for taking too many drugs, which holds the world record for
the most unlikely rock’n’roll story I’ve ever heard - but
sacked from the Sisters for sleeping around? This was
preposterous. So we took the easy option of talking to Mr
Eldritch to find out the real story. Twice. Just to make sure
the story was the same each time.
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fallen cold
and
dead.....on
they danced
to the strains
of piano and
violin tereza
leaned her
head on
tomas’s
shoulder
just as she
had when
they flew
together in
the
aeroplane
through the
storm clouds
she was
experiencing
the
same odd
happiness
and odd
sadness as
then the
sadness
meant we
are
at the last
station the
happiness
meant we
are together
the sadness
was form the
happiness
content
happiness
filled the
space of
sadness

GLASPERLENSPIEL05
The Sisters of Mercy remain a unique proposition in rock’s
moronic circus. There is increasingly a distinct aura of
rebelliousness and belligerence around Eldritch’s refusal to
conform to expectations and release a new album; a
rebelliousness that deserves a more thoughtful assessment
than many fans - understandably desperate for new
material - are prepared to make.
Glasperlenspiel is here for the duration. We are no more
enamoured of the music industry than the band, yet retain a
love and enthusiasm for the stuff that matters: the songs,
the sounds, the glorious contradiction of a medium that can
be simultaneously stupid and important.
At this stage the only certain thing we can say about GPS
05 is that it will be the fifth public issue. Content and timing
are imprecise and fluid. However, we would like to
resurrect the letters page, but in order to do so we need to
receive some letters that are actually publishable. The
following communication channels remain open:
Web gps.tsom.org
E-mail glasperlenspiel@yahoo.com
Postal GPS, PO Box 129
Aldershot, Hants, GU12
4FZ, UK
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